


WOW! Mueller, McCabe &
Rosenstein Involved in Cover-
Up of FBI Probe Into Uranium-
One Bribes

As reported by The Gateway Pundit‘s Jim Hoft on Friday,
Justice Department officials in the District of Maryland
announced Mark Lambert of Mount Airy, Maryland was
indicted on 11 counts related to “bribery, kickbacks and
money laundering.” The charges stem from an alleged
scheme to bribe Vadim Mikerin, a Russian official at JSC
Techsnabexport (TENEX).
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Zerohedge reports:

According to the indictment, Lambert and others at
Transport Logistics International (TLI) engaged in several
counts of bribery, kickbacks and money laundering
with Russian nuclear official Vadim Mikerin, in order to
secure business advantages with TENEX – a subsidiary of
Rosatom, the Kremlin’s state-owned energy company
which bought Uranium One.
TLI would have ostensibly transported all of the uranium
from the U1 deal, were it not for an FBI undercover
mole buried deep within the Russian nuclear industry who
gathered extensive evidence of corruption. […]
Robert Mueller’s FBI had been investigating the scheme
since at least 2008 – with retiring Deputy FBI Director
Andrew McCabe assigned to the ongoing
investigation which was hidden from the Committee on
Foreign Investments in the United States (CFIUS). Had
they known, the committee never would have
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approved the Uranium One deal with TENEX’s parent
company, Rosatom. 
Four individuals were eventually prosecuted and given
plea agreements after the Uranium One deal was
approved. The prosecuting DOJ attorneys? Deputy
Attorney General Rod Rosenstein and top
Mueller investigator in the Trump-Russia probe,
Andrew Weissman – who praised former acting
Attorney General Sally Yates for defying Trump.

The Hill‘s John Solomon reported that the Obama Justice
Department failed to call on the deal’s secret informant, William
D. Campbell, when it came time to charging former Russian
uranium industry executive Vadim Mikerinn.

“While he was Maryland’s chief federal prosecutor, Deputy
Attorney General Rod Rosenstein’s office failed to interview the
undercover informant in the FBI’s Russian nuclear bribery case
before it filed criminal charges in the case in 2014, officials told
The Hill,” reports Solomon.

“I’ve never heard of such a case unless the victim is dead. I’ve
never heard of prosecutors making a major case and not talking
to the victim before you made it, especially when he was
available to them through the FBI,” Alan Dershowitz told The Hill.
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During an October hearing before the Senate Judiciary
Committee, Attorney General Jeff Sessions told chairman Chuck
Grassley (R-IA) that the Department of Justice may investigate
Hillary Clinton’s role in the Uranium-One deal.

Is Sessions finally following through on his promise or is this
more hogwash from the Attorney General?


